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Abstract: The smart networks are an ever-present reality, with firm 
tendencies for an accelerated development. This trend has been supported by 
the technology advancement, and also by various actors, which are going to 
be presented in this paper. Also, current paper is investigating the vectors of 
change, as well as the necessary actions which are needed for a successful 
transition of towards a carbon-neutral energy sector.  
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Rezumat: Rețelele inteligente sunt o realitate permanentă, cu tendințe 
ferme de dezvoltare accelerată. Această tendință a fost susținută de 
avansarea tehnologiei, dar și de diverși actori, care vor fi prezentate în 
această lucrare. De asemenea, lucrarea actuală investighează vectorii 
schimbării, precum și acțiunile necesare care sunt necesare pentru o tranziție 
de succes către un sector energetic inert din carbon 
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1. Introduction

The advent of the smart electrical networks is placed context of 
technological transition towards industry 4.0, and it’s fueled by societal 
embrace of the green energy, and efficient way of living. However, there are 
still hurdles to be jumped, like energy poverty, reduced energy efficiency, 
high inertia of regulatory framework, a.s.o.  

For example, we are depicting in Figure 1 the Romanian situation for 
the energy consumption per capita, in the European framework. Figure 2 is 
presenting more precisely the energy consumption situation, with respect to 
the European average, and it has as timestamp for comparison the year 2017. 

Current smart grids architecture model (SGAM) (see figure 3) for has 
been deployed through joint efforts of CEN-CENELEC-ETSI [2]. Another 
breakthrough is the advent and evolution of the interoperability standard IEC 
61850, who aims at improving communications, data modelling, and 
technological development (engineering-wise) [3-6]. This framework has 
enabled the deployment of a vast array of technology, which profoundly 
transformed the daily business not only for energy utilities, but for all the 
actors involved, such as residential, commercial, and Industrial sectors, as 
well as transportation [7,8]. 

Figure 1. Energy consumption per capita, in kWh/year [1]
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Figure 2. Energy consumption per capita, arranged in decreasing value, in kWh/year 
 

 
 

Figure 3. SGAM framework [2] 

Euro zone average: 6,35
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2. Vectors of change 

The vectors of change are twofold: social and technological. From the 
social point of view, the future change of the sector will be possible due to 
the digitization, with the subsequent creation of a digital identity for 
individuals.  

The technological vector is based on disruptive technologies, such as 
Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence, and blockchain.  

The trend towards decarbonization will entail the deployment of both 
vectors, at the same time, since their application is influencing one another.  

3. The actors 

Viewed from the perspective of the fundamental changes that lead to 
the Smart Grids, the main categories of actors that produce this change are 
the following: 

1. Energy distribution / supply companies 
2. Technology manufacturing companies 
3. Energy regulators 
4. End-users  

3.1 Energy distribution / supply companies 

The energy distribution companies (or supply companies) are facing 
existential threats to their traditional way of conducting business. Therefore, 
in order to survive and thrive, they must embrace the role of leader for the 
process of the “energy democratization”. This means the evolution from the 
mere sale of energy to the next level, offering help to the users in order to 
become independent. 

This shift is counter-intuitive, due to the fact that the means by which 
the DSOs are hidden and have not been uncovered due to the unavailability 
of the technology which could make them possible. As a start, the DSOs 
must provide for their customers business models, which are tailor-made to 
suit their needs, even for the case of renewable sources integration. The 
DSOs must not overlook the real need of their present customers for future 
engineering know-how, and for constant maintenance of their low-voltage 
electrical networks. Also, the DSOs could capitalize on a plethora of 
services, on which the central point is the Data Safety of their customers. 

The needs of the current (and future) customers are changing, and the 
identification of the global needs of the users, for the development of tools 
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suitable for global use (for example, the challenging charging issue of 
Electric Vehicles), is paramount for the stable development of the DSOs 
influence on future energy services. 

The DSOs must evolve into a highly-efficient platform for their 
customers, offering an integration of several technologies / services, and 
creating an “one stop shop” for quickly responding to the needs of their 
customers. 

The transition from an element-based measurement structure to a 
function-based structure, which natively supports the evolution of smart 
(smart) devices, will be performed with the help of AI (Artificial 
Intelligence) will become even smarter (smarter) and integrate voice 
recognition, and augmented reality. 

3.2 Technology manufacturing companies 

Currently, we are the witnesses of an evolution of smart devices, 
accelerated by the AI algorithms, which are evolving and constantly 
improving their outcomes. The manufacturing companies will continue to 
rely on the AI algorithms, using machine learning (ML) logic. This approach 
will significantly improve the devices analytical capacity. Also, another 
breakthrough in improving energy efficiency is the transfer of responsibility 
to the users. They will also be responsible with the Data Safety of the users. 

3.3 Energy regulators 

Due to current energy transition state the legislators must constantly 
keep up the contact with technological innovations. This endeavor consists 
in keeping a delicate equilibrium between following the trends of technology 
change and providing the legislative framework for these changes. 

By alternating the initiation of legislative shifts to be carried out by the 
technological systems (lead the technology) following the technological 
trends (follow the technology). 

The biggest game-changer in the electrical energy systems is the 
electricity storage systems, whose characteristics are yet under scrutiny, and 
whose operation must undergo a detailed regulation, in order to be fully 
deployable. 

Another issue which will going to be of a paramount importance for 
the upcoming development of smart grids is the Data Safety of the users, 
domain still underdeveloped from regulation point of view.  
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3.4 End-users 

The end-users (customers) will evolve towards Digital Identity, giving 
the permission to their AI-enhanced devices to store their data and, in certain 
cases, to cat on their behalf. The smart devices which are currently in use 
will become smarter by the use of AI. The advanced voice recognition 
algorithms, as well as augmented reality will eliminate the need of 
communicating to the devices the needs of their users, simplifying their use. 

AI will have a defining role in analyzing data from sensors, in order to 
provide digital Self-Awareness (SA). The advantage of identifying SA is the 
predictability of user behavior, which will greatly enhance the energy 
efficiency, as well as electricity networks operation, by mitigating costs and 
CO2 impact on the environment. 

Technologically, the end-users will also be surrounded with a vast 
array of sensors, capable of learning by AI means, and all this information 
will transcend the electric domain and will evolve towards all aspects of 
human life.  

4. Services 

The users are to benefit from the advent of the Blockchain-based 
digital platforms that will use users’ digital identities in order to address 
local energy markets (all disruptive technologies will be provided: IoT, data 
security, AI, augmented reality).  

These partnerships for offering free intelligent devices will contribute 
to: 

 Enhancing efficiency of all energy-centric processes 
 CO2 footprint reduction of human activities 
 Reducing the price of energy paid by end-users 
 Increasing the profits for companies which will invest in the 

disruptive technologies and think outside the box. 

5. Conclusions 

The need for a cleaner environment has led the scientists to the 
conclusion that the energy sector, one of the key actors of global warming, 
must undergo a fundamental shift. Therefore, technological advances which 
lead to the advent of the smart networks, is here to develop even faster. This 
paper has investigated the technology implications in the upcoming change, 
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as well as the future necessary actions which are needed for a successful 
transition of towards a carbon-neutral energy sector. 

The necessary actions must be taken, in order to ensure the proper 
deployment of the upcoming technological trends. These steps start with the 
adaptation of the measurement systems to the evolving IEC 61850 standard. 
Then, the integration of the measurement systems must be performed in an 
evolved system of analysis and automatic learning, based on AI. Also, the 
customers must choose carefully the automatic learning methods of database 
analysis systems. 
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